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Abstract 

The consolidation of memory contents in the brain is dependent on sleep-related processes and 

their associated oscillatory activities. Previous research has indicated a relationship between 

theta activity and memory consolidation in non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. Yet, it is 

not known whether theta oscillations are causally linked to memory consolidation, since studies 

to date have only been able to show correlative associations. As part of a larger project 

investigating the functional relevance of theta in encoding, reactivation, and retrieval processes, 

the present study was conducted to investigate the functional relevance of theta oscillations in 

memory reactivation by using transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS). Participants 

were recruited from a student-cohort of the University of Fribourg (Switzerland). In the 

experiment, the participants learned Dutch-German word-pairs before going to sleep. When 

they entered NREM sleep, theta-tACS (4-8 Hz) was applied over bilateral fronto-parietal 

cortices during the reactivation of Dutch cues. In order to demonstrate that the hypothesized 

effect is specific to the theta frequency band, we compared it to 23 Hz tACS. We hypothesized 

improved memory recall for those items which were reactivated during sleep altogether with 

theta stimulation, compared to those with beta stimulation and with words that were not 

reactivated (uncued). Overall, the results presented in the thesis did not find a significant effect 

for theta-tACS on memory performance as compared to beta stimulation and uncued words. 

Hence, the results from this study cannot explain the functional role of theta in memory 

consolidation processes, although it might inform future research directions. 
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1. Introduction 

The section aims to provide an introduction of previous literature and theories in fields that 

have built the rationale for and situate the present study. Specifically, the intention is to 

present the current status of scientific research on theta oscillations and their relation to 

memory consolidation processes during NREM sleep. The introduction is structured to first 

provide theoretical foundations for the concepts of memory and sleep, with delimitations 

reflecting the topic of the current study, before memory consolidation during sleep will be 

presented. Furthermore, previous research on targeted memory reactivation (TMR) will be 

introduced and discussed in relation to theta activity. Finally, transcranial Alternating Current 

Stimulation (tACS) will be presented as a method to modulate neural oscillations and theta 

activity, and previous studies applying this method will be discussed. 

 Previous research will be highlighted with an attempt to shed light on the potentials 

for enriching the field with new knowledge. The aims and hypothesis of this study will then 

be presented with an underlying objective of facilitating our understanding of a potential 

functional relevance of theta oscillations in memory consolidation.  

 

1.1 Memory  

Memory is a function that allows organisms to interact with and adapt efficiently to their 

environment. Further, it allows behavior to be shaped depending on varying external 

conditions, for example by avoiding repetitions of actions that proved maladaptive or 

dangerous previous situations (Rasch & Born, 2013). The process of learning and memory is 

thought to contain three stages; encoding, consolidation, and retrieval. Encoding occurs when 

the memory is formed into a new memory trace. Consolidation refers to the process of 

stabilizing the memory trace gradually, and the integration of memories into preexisting 

knowledge networks (Banich & Compton, 2018, p.278-83). Consolidation can occur at a 

system level or between synapses. Synaptic consolidation is when features, such as spines, 

relevant to the efficiency in synapses are remodeled. Whereas system consolidation applies at 

a system level, when newly encoded information stimulates entire neuronal circuitries to 

reorganize. As a result, both of these processes lead to a remodeled and strengthened network 

with synaptic connections representing a memory trace (Rasch & Born, 2013). The final stage 

of the memory process, retrieval, is when the memory is accessed and recalled (Banich & 

Compton, 2018, p. 278-83).  
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1.1.1 Long term memory systems 

In long term memory systems (see figure 1), two major categories of memory differ in whether 

they involve medial temporal lobe regions (declarative) or not (non- declarative). Non-

declarative memory involves procedural, conditional, reflex non-associative learning, and 

priming (see Stickgold, 2005 for examples and further explanations). Declarative memory 

involves episodic and semantic memory, where episodic is memory for particular events or 

episodes in once life and semantic is memories of general information that does not require 

context to be encoded (Stickgold, 2005). In declarative memory, the medial temporal lobe 

(MTL) and particularly the hippocampus (HPC) are of interest, as it is involved in the encoding 

of  memories (Squire & Zola, 1996). Memories are consolidated and stored in the HPC (short-

term storage) and neocortex (long-term storage). Although not immediately apparent, the 

prefrontal cortex (PFC) has also been shown to play an essential role in declarative memory, 

contributing to memory processing via top-down control. As a result, there has been 

considerable research investigating the interaction between the hippocampus and prefrontal 

cortex in memory processing of declarative memories. Research has found bidirectional, 

ipsilateral communication via the two brain areas, which has been associated with neural 

oscillations (Eichenbaum, 2017).  

 
Figure 1.  The different memory systems.  
Memory can be subdivided into two main categories, declarative, explicit hippocampus-dependent and Non-
declarative, implicit hippocampus-independent memory. These two main concepts can be further specified: 
episodic memory refers to all memories stored in association with a specific spatiotemporal context, whereas 
semantic memory includes all concepts and knowledge assimilated independently from precise contextual indices. 
Procedural memory skills implying long-term learning motor and cognitive aptitudes, priming involving 
perceptual representation, conditioning representing all associations between stimuli and conditioned responses, 
and reflex non-associative learning including habituation and sensitization are all considered as implicit memory 
sub-categories. adapted from Stickgold (2005).  
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1.1.2 Neural oscillations and cognition 

The nervous system communicates with electrochemical signaling. The electrical signal is 

created within a neuron via a synaptic potential, transfer of the potential to the soma, and 

action potential, causing the neuron to fire and transmit information from one neuron to 

another (Banich & Compton, 2018, p. 14-15). When a large population of neurons fire at the 

same time, this creates a local field potential. Neural oscillations represent the fluctuations in 

the excitability of a population of neurons. There are three ways to measure an oscillation: 

phase, frequency, and power. Brain rhythm frequency bands include delta (1-4 Hz), theta (4-8 

Hz.), alpha (8-12 Hz.), beta (12-30 Hz), and gamma (30 Hz+) (M. X. Cohen, 2014). These 

neural oscillations are associated with networks, and their communication have been found to 

play a significant function in cognition, such as memory (Başar et al., 2001).  

 

1.1.3 Theta oscillations and memory 

Brain activity in the theta frequency band (4-8 Hz) (M. X. Cohen, 2014), has been associated 

with encoding and retrieval, and lately also consolidation processes of memory. In general, it 

is assumed that this oscillatory activity is related to synchronization of different areas in the 

brain to offer a time window for synchronous transfer of information and additionally marking 

of essential information that should be stored with priority. 

Increased theta activity before and during encoding has been linked to better memory 

performance (Salari & Rose, 2016; Schneider & Rose, 2016). Theta activity has also been 

associated with the retrieval of declarative memory and has been argued to be process-specific 

as it was not mainly linked to the retrieval of specific memory traces (W. Klimesch et al., 2001). 

Previous research has indicated a relationship between theta activity and memory consolidation 

in NREM sleep. Yet, it is not known whether the underlying processes of theta oscillations are 

causally responsible for memory consolidation, since studies to date have only been able to 

show correlative associations (Schreiner et al., 2018; Schreiner & Göldi, et al., 2015). These 

studies will be discussed in further detail towards the end of this literature view.  

Some suggest the underlying functions of theta and their role in memory is grounded in 

the cross-frequency coupling between theta and gamma oscillations (Lisman & Jensen, 2013).  

Specifically, theta is generated in the hippocampus and neocortical areas, and there are 

bidirectional projections between the hippocampus and neocortical areas. Gamma frequency 

has been related to the binding of features from diverse brain regions in both the cortex and 

hippocampus. Research has found that hippocampal theta rhythms phase-bias gamma 

oscillations (reflecting specific information) in neocortical areas, which suggests that 
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hippocampal theta is related to the temporal coordination of neocortical gamma oscillators 

(Sirota et al., 2008). This might be beneficial such that assemblies in different areas in neocortex 

can be synchronously transferred and associated in the hippocampus and networks involving 

the hippocampus. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that theta is related to the marking of valuable 

information that should be stored with priority (Lisman & Jensen, 2013; Vertes, 2005). A study 

found that the hippocampus contains neurons that are phase-locked to theta frequency by 

looking at neuronal spike timing and local theta oscillations, and the degree of phase-locking 

has been correlated with memory strength (Rutishauser et al., 2010). Further, in a study on rats, 

it was found that motivation (an expected reward) for learning a task was correlated with the 

coherence of theta activity in the hippocampus and PFC and predicted better memory 

performance. The authors discussed a possibility that theta is related to tagging of the memory 

representation for later consolidation through PFC neurons modulated by the hippocampus 

(Benchenane et al., 2010). 

Altogether, theta frequencies and the underlying functions are thought to offer a time 

window for synchronous transfer and allow for top-down control from frontal areas to the 

hippocampus that might increase the likelihood of information to be memorized. However, 

there is uncertainty regarding thetas function in the consolidation process and if theta serves the 

same function during a sleep state.  

 

1.2 Sleep 

Sleep occurs in almost all animals and is defined as “a natural and reversible state of reduced 

responsiveness to external stimuli and relative inactivity, accompanied by a loss of 

consciousness” (Rasch & Born, 2013). From an evolutionary perspective, sleep ought to play 

an essential role if one is to explain the trade-off between sleep and the increased vulnerability 

to danger, caused by loss of consciousness. Accompanying this argument, research has found 

that sleep deprivation or disturbances are related to adverse health outcomes (Colten & 

Altevogt, 2006). Several functions of sleep have been suggested, one of which is energy 

conservation. However, due to the loss of responsiveness to external stimuli, researchers argue 

that the essential functions of sleep must be related to the brain (Rasch & Born, 2013).  
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1.2.1 Sleep stages 

Sleep stages are characterized by neurophysiological features such as neural oscillations and 

neurochemical levels (see figure 2 for an overview). This thesis will focus on the neuronal 

oscillations that distinguish each stage. In the classification of sleep stages, the first intersection 

is between sleep containing rapid eye movement (REM) and sleep lacking it, so-called Non-

REM sleep. NREM-sleep further branches out to N1, N2, and N3 sleep, following the AASM 

(2007) model. N3 sleep contains Slow Wave Sleep (SWS), which is prominent in NREM-sleep. 

The sleep stages will be considered in detail in the subsequent order. 

REM in human nocturnal sleep is recognized by a wake-like state with mixed theta and 

alpha frequencies with low amplitudes, rapid eye movements, and distinct physiological 

activity such as muscle atonia (Iber et al., 2007) .Theta oscillations are prevalent in rodents’ 

REM sleep, in the hippocampus and neocortex. Although theta activity in REM sleep in humans 

is not as  readily identified, similar oscillatory patterns have been found in comparable brain 

areas as rodents (Rasch & Born, 2013). The underlying functions of theta in REM sleep in 

humans is discussed, one suggestion is a relevance of theta activity in emotional memory 

(Klinzing et al., 2019). N1 sleep is considered a light sleep stage and consists of mixed 

frequencies in the theta range, with low amplitude. Eyes begin to roll and physiological activity 

decreases. Stage N2 is a deeper stage than N1. This stage is characterized by k-complexes and 

sleep spindles, and low physical activity. Stage N3 is the deepest stage where k-complexes and 

spindle activity may persist, and the stage is dominated by slow waves (SW). Slow-wave sleep 

is dominated by EEG activity between 0.5 and 2 Hz with an amplitude of more than 75 

microvolts. Slow-wave sleep is characterized by neocortical slow oscillations (SO), 

thalamocortical spindles, and hippocampal sharp-wave ripples as field potential oscillations 

(Rasch & Born, 2013).  

 

1.2.2 Sleep architecture  

Sleep stages alternate in cyclic occurrences that altogether produce the sleep architecture. Sleep 

architecture can differ between individuals or other demographic groups, but is seen as highly 

consistent within an individual across multiple nights (Rasch & Born, 2013). N1 is the first 

stage we enter after falling asleep; this stage lasts between 1-7 minutes and constitutes about 

5% of total sleep. N1 is usually followed by stage N2, which lasts for around 20 minutes but 

accounts for about 57% of total sleep. Stage N3 is about 18% of sleep, however periods with 
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SWS are most predominant in earlier parts of the night (early sleep). REM sleep usually occurs 

after 80-100 min and determines the end of a sleep cycle (Carskadon et al., 2005). REM sleep 

is most profound and powerful in later parts of the night (late sleep) and accounts for about 

20% of total sleep (Rasch & Born, 2013; sleep data was taken from a population sample in 

Redline et al., 2004). 

 

Figure 2. Human sleep pattern and features. A: the typical mammals' sleep rhythm features two core stages 
repeatedly occurring in the course of the night, rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM sleep. Slow-wave sleep 
(SWS), also named Non-REM sleep stage 3 (N3), is predominant in the first part of the night, whereas late sleep 
is mostly characterized by REM sleep stage. B: The most prominent oscillatory events during Non-REM sleep are 
neocortical slow oscillations (SOs, 0.5 - 2 Hz), thalamocortical sleep spindles (waxing and waning high-frequency 
bursts, mainly 11-15 Hz, mostly observed in Non-REM sleep stage 2) and hippocampal sharp wave-ripples events 
(SW-R, superimposed CA3 region's rapid depolarization and 100-300 Hz-frequency oscillations originating in 
CA1). REM sleep, on the other hand, at least in animals, is prevalently featured by Ponto-Geniculo-Occipital 
(PGO) waves and theta (4-8 Hz) activity taking place in the hippocampus. Retrieved from Rasch & Born (2013).  
 

1.3 Sleep and Memory 

Sleep has consistently shown to be involved in the consolidation of memories (Diekelmann & 

Born, 2010; Maquet, 2001). There are a range of theories attempting to explain the function of 

sleep in memory consolidation. Rasch & Born (2013) provide a historical overview of 

previous research, theories and hypotheses on sleep and its role in memory. Some proposed 

hypotheses are “the dual process hypothesis”, “sequential hypothesis” and “synaptic 
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homeostasis hypothesis”, due to the scope of the thesis these will not be introduced further. 

The thesis will focus on the “active consolidation hypothesis” (see figure 3 for an overview), 

proposed by Rasch & Born (2013) as it integrates previous research and aspects of some 

current hypotheses on sleep and memory.  

 

1.3.1 The active consolidation hypothesis 

The active consolidation hypothesis assumes that memories are consolidated through 

reactivations in the short-term storage site during SWS and later transferred to long term storage 

areas. The neural process underlying this is a connection between the neocortex and 

hippocampus driven by neocortical slow oscillations. Thalamo-cortical spindles are known to 

induce plastic changes in cortical areas and sharp-wave ripples that involve the repeated 

reactivation of hippocampal memory representations. These events are both driven together by 

the depolarization of SOs, which then reorganize the memory representation. The hypothesis 

assumes REM sleep is the period when the memory representation is again stabilized and 

integrated into pre-existing memory traces (Rasch & Born, 2013). 

 

 
Figure 3. The active system consolidation model of memory. 
According to the two-stage hypothesis, memory traces are first stored into a fast-learning, temporary store 
identified with the hippocampus, and have to be repeatedly activated during SWS in order to allow their 
stabilization into a long-term store located in neocortical regions. B: newly acquired memory traces temporarily 
represented in the hippocampus are repeatedly reactivated during SWS, a process directed by SOs originated in 
the neocortex. The depolarization of neocortical neural networks (up-state of SOs) drives the generation of 
hippocampal sharp wave-ripples, together with thalamocortical spindles (spindle-ripple events): this chain of 
oscillatory events is responsible for memory reactivation. Thus, memories temporarily stored in the hippocampus 
are stabilized and reinforced in the neocortex through reactivation elicited by SOs. Retrieved from Rasch & Born, 
(2013). 
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1.3.2 Targeted memory reactivation  

One procedure that has given support to the theory of sleep as an active part of the consolidation 

process, is targeted memory reactivation (TMR). In TMR, one uses memory cues to induce 

reactivations of a particular memory during sleep (Oudiette & Paller, 2013). To illustrate, in an 

experiment conducted by Schreiner and Rasch (2015), participants were instructed to learn 

Dutch-German word-pairs before they went to bed. The Dutch words were then replayed during 

NREM sleep or wake, and memory performance was assessed afterward (see figure 4 for 

procedure). Results indicated that memory performance was at an advantage for those words 

which had been cued compared to those who were not cued, and that cueing was most 

advantageous when cues were presented during NREM sleep, as compared to passive or active 

waking-state. Notably, similar findings have been found in other types of cues, such as odors 

and sounds. Overall, previous research has established a consistent link between TMR and 

improvement of declarative memory consolidation during NREM sleep (Oudiette & Paller, 

2013, Rasch & Born, 2013). 

 

 
Figure 4. Experimental procedure. 
 (a and b) Participants studied 120 Dutch–German word pairs in the evening. Afterward, participants of the main 
and the control sleep groups slept for 3 h, whereas 2 other groups stayed awake. During the retention interval, 90 
Dutch words (30 prior remembered, 30 prior not remembered and 30 new words) were repeatedly presented again. 
Cueing of vocabulary occurred during NonREM sleep, during performance of a working memory task, or during 
rest. The control sleep group did not receive any cues during sleep. After the retention interval, participants were 
tested on the German translation of the Dutch words using a cued recall procedure. Retrieved from Schreiner & 
Rasch (2015). 
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The majority of studies on TMR we have identified in the literature review, measured 

memory retrieval the morning after the content was learned. Correspondingly, the effects of 

TMR with a longer delay between encoding and retrieval have not been investigated that 

thoroughly (Oudiette & Paller, 2013). Research on long-term effects of sleep and learning 

new material shows changes in the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), from 

up to 2 days to 6 months later (Gais et al., 2007). We identified one study assessing emotional 

memories in socially anxious and healthy children, including TMR methods with cued and 

uncued stimuli. The authors did not find a difference between emotional valence and its 

modulation by memory cuing between the groups the morning after, yet at the one-week 

follow-up a difference became prevalent. The ability to remember cued stimuli better than 

uncued stimuli ,not related to emotional valence, was no longer evident one week later (see 

Groch et al., 2017 for further details and interpretations). Conclusively, there has not been 

identified sufficient amount of studies with follow-up assessments to capture the long-delayed 

effects by TMR on memory. 

1.3.3 Theta activity under targeted memory reactivation 

As indicated in an experiment by Schreiner & Rasch (2015), theta activity increases after 

reactivation (time-window: 500-800 milliseconds after cue onset) in NREM sleep. 

Specifically, reactivation during NREM sleep increases theta activity for those items that 

were remembered correctly after sleep (see figure 5). The experimenters compared words that 

were "gained" overnight (not remembered before the participant went to bed) with words that 

were lost ("losses") overnight (remembered before participant went to bed), the results show 

an increase in theta power for those words that were gained. 

Figure 5.  Findings regarding theta activity.  
(d and e) Induced theta power for the difference between “Gains” and “Losses” (electrode FC6), indicating a 
distinct increase in induced theta power associated with successful cueing. (f) Scalp map depicting the 
distribution of theta power increase for “Gains” relative to “Losses” in the time window between 700 and 900 
ms. The following electrodes were significant: E53, E60, E61, E62, E111, E117 (FC6), E118). **P ≤ 0.01. 
retrieved from Schreiner & Rasch (2015). 
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Moreover, a similar study found a blocking effect of memory benefits when new information 

was presented with a short delay (200 ms) after a cue as compared to a longer delay (1500 

ms) (Schreiner, Lehmann, et al., 2015). The researchers also found a decrease in theta activity 

after the short delay and discussed whether the new stimulus interrupted the ongoing theta 

activity. Possibly arguing for a critical role of theta activity for successful reactivation.  A 

newer study showed the same neural patterns in the theta frequency range during sleep and 

wake at the retrieval test (see figure 6). Altogether, the authors argued that theta activity is 

associated with establishing the reactivations of memories in both sleep and wake state and 

that the effect might be independent of the state.  

 
Figure 6. overview of findings.  
Cue-triggered memory reactivation shares the same neural signatures during  
wakefulness and sleep. Theta oscillations orchestrate the reactivation of memories 
during both physiological states. During sleep, reactivation patterns autonomously 
re-emerge at a rate of 1 Hz, indicating a coordination by slow oscillations. 
retrieved from Schreiner and collegues (2018). 

1.4. Transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation  

tACS stimulation is a non-invasive method that can be used to affect ongoing neural 

processes by directly interfering with cortical rhythms and has been suggested as a 

mechanism to actively synchronize cortical oscillations (Paulus, 2011). tACS is considered a 

safe stimulation as it is non-invasive, focal, selective, and painless (Antal et al., 2008; Chaieb 
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et al., 2014). tACS has also been found to have long-lasting effects beyond the stimulation 

itself. To illustrate, tACS stimulation for 10 minutes (according to individual EEG alpha 

frequency) showed significant effective modulation of the EEG individual alpha frequency in 

participants (Zaehle et al., 2010). Furthermore, an extension of this finding showed those 

effects to last up 30 minutes after stimulation (Neuling et al., 2013). It should be emphasized 

that these findings have so far been found in the alpha frequency band (Kasten, Dowsett, & 

Herrmann, 2016 with findings up to 70 min of increased activity), and there are not as 

consistent findings for the theta range (Pahor & Jaušovec, 2018; Vosskuhl et al., 2015). 

Overall, tACS stimulation applies an alternating current between the switching anode and 

cathode (Paulus, 2011), which might optimize the conditions for flow of information between 

frontal and MTL areas. Using tACS to induce theta activity might therefore be an appropriate 

device to enhance the transfer of memory from short-term to long-term storage sites. 

 One previous study used tACS to investigate the effects of theta in working memory 

capacity, and a beneficial effect was found under stimulation of theta frequency in fronto-

parietal areas as compared to sham (Jausovec et al., 2014). Polanía and collegues (2012) 

conducted an experiment to investigate the relevance of phase coupling of the theta frequency 

band with tACS stimulation. The experimenters found that when frontoparietal network was 

stimulated with an oscillation current at 0 vs. 180 degrees, the 0-degree oscillation improved 

later memory whereas the 180-degree worsened it. Hence, the timing and coupling of theta 

oscillations might be of importance. There are also previous studies that have investigated the 

function of theta activity in NREM sleep under TMR, however with different stimulation 

techniques (otDCS) (Marshall, Helgadóttir, Mölle, & Born, 2006, Marshall, Kirov, Brade, 

Mölle, & Born, 2011). The overall findings did not show an advantage of stimulation in the 

theta frequency on memory or sleep facilitating memory processes. However, there are 

technical aspects of the stimulation to consider in the studies mentioned above. The studies 

mostly stimulated frontal areas (positive polarization in fronto-lateral electrodes) and thereby 

might have neglected the role of the hippocampus as a generator of theta activity. 

Furthermore, different stimulation techniques stimulating in the theta frequency range have 

shown divergent effects on memory performance (Lang et al., 2019), and findings from 

studies with other types of stimulation techniques ought to be interpreted with caution.  

1.5 Aims  

Based on previous findings on the functions underlying theta activity and the potential roles 

in encoding, reactivation and retrieval, it was decided to conduct three studies with the aim of 
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investigating the function underlying theta in these memory processes. This thesis focused on 

the reactivation part of the memory process. The aim was to use tACS at an individual’s 

dominant theta frequency to increase intrinsic oscillatory activity. Thereby, to investigate the 

functional relevance of theta for NREM sleep under TMR and its associated effects on 

memory consolidation. To isolate the effect of the theta stimulation, a control stimulation of 

beta (23 Hz), thought irrelevant to the consolidation mechanism in NREM sleep, was 

included as a control stimulation. For comparison, it was also included a condition with 

neither stimulation nor TMR (uncued). The overnight performance was assessed with a 

vocabulary learning task with correctly remembered items as a measure of performance.  

 As gains and losses had been used as a tool in previous studies (discussed above) to 

detangle the effect of the overall memory performance, I included a similar method as an 

exploratory analysis aiming to potentially get further information about the overall memory 

performance. Follow-up assessments were also added as an explorative measure with the aim 

of assessing the long-term effects of TMR and theta/beta stimulation. Furthermore, sleep 

stages between the stimulation blocks was collected to investigate whether there was an 

immediate change in the sleep structure due to the stimulation. Sleep architecture for the full 

night was examined with the aim to get an overview of the sleep quality and to see if there 

was an influence on the memory performance the morning after. Furthermore, I conducted 

some preliminary comparisons of descriptive data with other studies investigating on TMR 

(see discussion) and added a preliminary comparison of memory performance with respect to 

the order of the stimulations. Questionnaires assessing sleep quality, mood and tiredness were 

included to get an impression of the traits and states of the participants. All these assessments 

were treated as exploratory as we did not have sufficient theoretical support to assume a 

strong direction of the effect beforehand.  

1.6 Hypothesis 

We expected an improvement in memory performance for those items that received theta-

tACS during reactivation, compared to those items that received control beta stimulation and 

items that were never reactivated (uncued). An underlying assumption was therefore that 

theta-tACS is indeed able to modify the ongoing brain state during nocturnal reactivation of 

previously encoded Dutch-German word pairs. Lastly, I want to note that the current data 

material is collected from a small sample which reduce inferences from the analysis and 

thereby our ability to assess this hypothesis. 
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2. Methods 

2.1 Participants  

The study recruited 35 German native speakers from a student-cohort of the University of 

Fribourg (Switzerland) via flyers and advertisement on social media. Central criteria for 

inclusion were right handedness, no prior knowledge of Dutch, no disorders of neurological 

and/or psychological nature, no intake of psychotropic and/or narcotic drugs, no shift work 

during last 6 weeks, no known sleep disturbances or pregnancy. Beck Depression Inventory 

(BDI) (Kuehner et al., 2007) scores (M = 3, SD 2.8) were a part of the inclusion/exclusion 

criteria, and all participants with scores above 14 were excluded from the study. This led to a 

sample of 15 participants scheduled for the experiment. 

 Unfortunately, the data collection and recruiting were disrupted due to circumstances 

around the covid19 virus. The final sample was 7 participants, see figure 7 for a flow chart of 

the recruiting procedure. The sample consisted of 5 females and all participants were between 

18-30 years of age (M=21.57, SD =3.91). Participation in the study required a signed consent 

form and the fulfilment of all demands (include/exclude criteria). Subjects were compensated 

with a small reimbursement of 130 CHF for a complete participation in the study. The study 

was approved by Swiss Ethics Committees. 

 
Figure 7.  Flow chart of the study. 
Out of 35 volunteers screened, 15 fulfilled the requirements. Five 
participants were not measured due to closing of laboratories.  
Three participants ended the experiment premature, or were excluded  
due to technical issues, leaving seven subjects for analysis. 

Email screening N=35

Exclusion (N=20)
• Inclusion/exclusion 

criteria

Scheduled for experiment N=15

Attending experimental nights  
N=10

Not finished (N=5)
• Closing of labs due to 

covid19 virus

Excluded (N=3)
• Premature termination 

of experiment (N=2)
• Technical issues 

(N=1)
Included in analysis N=7
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2.2 Design 

The experiment had a crossover within-subject-design and stimulation of theta-tACS/beta-

tACS were randomized completely over all participants. The randomization procedure was 

conducted before the beginning of the data collection, via an online randomization tool 

(https://www.random.org). Participants were allocated to a stimulation order, and this was 

sealed in an envelope for the experimenters to open after participants had gone to bed. The 

experiment was double blinded, neither the participants nor the experimenters were aware of 

the order of theta/beta stimulation while it could affect the participants’ performance.  

 

2.3 Procedure 

Participants completed a total of two sessions in the study, both conducted at the University 

of Fribourg in a sleep laboratory. Before the experimental session, participants spent an 

adaptation night to habituate with the experimental setting in the sleep laboratory. Participants 

arrived in the laboratory in the evening and were instructed to complete the Pittsburgh Sleep 

Quality Index (PSQI) (Buysse et al., 1989) as well as other questionnaires that will not be 

considered in this thesis. Followingly, the researchers prepared participants for 

polysomnographic recordings, and attached stimulation electrodes before the participants 

went to sleep. Subjects were awoken at 7:30 the following day and were freed from the 

equipment and reminded to return for the experimental session. 

In the experimental session (see figure 8), subjects arrived in the laboratory in the 

evening and were prepared with the same equipment as in the adaptation night. After, they 

conducted tasks on a Windows 10 computer with stimuli presented electronically using the E-

prime 3.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). All participants were seated 

at a distance of approximately 70 cm from the computer screen. Responses were given via 

keyboard or a microphone. The participants conducted a rest EEG task and were instructed to 

sit calmly and close their eyes for three minutes until the researcher notified them the task was 

completed. After training the memory task (see vocabulary learning task), they completed 

questionnaires assessing their mood state (see MDBF under “questionnaires”) and level of 

tiredness (see VAS under “questionnaires”). The VAS questionnaire was given to the 

participants at four different timepoints: Before task block I (PreTask), after task-block I 

(PostTask1), after task block II (PostTask2) and before the delayed recall in the morning after 

(PreDelay). Followingly, subjects learned 2 lists of Dutch-German word pairs (WP) and upon 

completion of the memory task they went to sleep.  
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Sleep stages were distinguished online by a researcher based on the patterns of 

oscillatory brain activity, muscle tone intensity, and eye movements during sleep. When 

participants entered stable sleep stage N2/N3 (4 minutes of consecutive sleepstage N2/N3), 

the electrical stimulation and targeted memory reaction procedure began. In each of the two 

sleep cycles used for reactivation, the first block of reactivation was accompanied by a 

stimulation in either theta or beta frequency range (the order of stimulation with respect to 

both cycles was randomized over all participants). The first block lasted for ~ 9 minutes. 

After the first block, there was a break of at least 1-minute where the experimenter(s) ensured 

the participant was still in NREM sleep. In case of continuing NREM sleep, another ~9 

minute-block with reactivation only (no electrical stimulation) followed. A unique set of cues 

(see Reactivation of Vocabulary) was presented acoustically at hearing threshold (50 Decibel) 

in each of these blocks. When the participants had received a minimum of 40 minutes (4 

blocks) with reactivation in both cycles, they slept until 7:30 the following morning at which 

point they were woken up.  

 Participants were then asked to do their morning routine. After the researchers had 

checked if the recording signals were still in god condition, participants’ recall performance 

of the memorized word pairs was retrieved while EEG was recorded.  

Before leaving, the participants filled out questionnaires assessing their perceptions of the 

stimulation and the experiment. Finally, they were informed they could voluntarily enter a 

link and respond to a questionnaire one week later. 

 The online questionnaire was distributed through SoSciSurvey (www.soscisurvey.de) 

and consisted of demographic questions assessing their motivation to do the questionnaire and 

the sleep quality the last week. The test was a multiple-choice test with Dutch words 

presented and the participants were instructed to choose between three German translations, 

the participants could also choose “I do not know the answer”. The test consisted of 70 WPs 

in total.   
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Figure 8. A visual description of the procedure in the experimental session. 
Participants arrived and conducted a 3-min pre-rest before training the task. They completed two 30-minute task-
blocks with a short break in-between. Participants were then instructed to go to bed and during early NREM 
stages in the first and second sleep cycle, previously learned words were re-presented and the participants 
received stimulation. Upon awakening, participants completed the delayed recall test.  
 
2.4 Set up and Materials 

2.4.1 Polysomnographic recordings 

The experiment started with the setup of polysomnographic recordings. EEG recordings were 

collected in both the adaption and the experimental night. EEG was recorded with Brain 

Vision Recorder Version 1.21 (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) and BrainAmp 

amplifier system (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) with a sample rate of 500 Hz 

(no filter). 27 scalp electrodes were placed according to the 10-20 international system and 

online referenced to AFz with ground electrode FCz. Impedance was kept below 10 kΩ. As 

visualized in figure 9, EOG electrodes were placed above left (EOG 1) and below right (EOG 

2) eye referenced to an electrode horizontal to EOG 1, in order to record vertical and 

horizontal eye movements. To record cardiac activity, three ECG electrodes were used; one 

on the right chest, one on the left lower rib and a ground on the left chest. Three chin EMG 

electrodes were placed on the left and right side of the midline on the mandible (EMG 2 and 

EMG 1 in figure 9), referenced to an electrode on the midline below the chin. EMG electrodes 

record the muscle activity during sleep, facilitating the classification of sleep stages, as well 

as detecting artifacts. 
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Figure 9: Visual representation of the single electrodes.  
Electrodes were placed on the approximate positions.  
Ref = reference electrode.  
 

 2.4.2 Transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation  

In order to manipulate the intrinsic oscillatory activity, a battery driven device (Neuroconn 

model: DC Stimulator Plus, GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany) was used. To determine accurate 

positioning of the electrodes, field analyses were performed using Roast V2.7.1(Huang et al., 

2019), see figure 10. Four 5x5cm rubber electrodes were attached to the head bilaterally 

underneath the EEG recording cap over frontal (Fp1 & Fp2) and parietal (P7 & P8) locations, 

see figure 11. Alternating current stimulation was delivered via Fp1 and P7 (in phase) to the 

return electrodes at FP2 and P8 (in phase). A splitter box was used to split the current. Current 

density per electrode was 0,08 mA/cm2 with an intensity of 2mA peak to peak. Electrodes 

were kept in place using conductive Ten20 paste (Weaver and Company, Colorado, USA). 

 

 
Figure 10: Modelling.  
This figure shows a picture of the modelling conducted with field analysis, showing increased voltage in 
electrical fields mainly in the MTL areas and PFC areas in a coronal view (left) and left hemisphere view (right). 
The right picture includes the electrode positions.   
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Figure 11. EEG capping with tACS electrodes.  
Red representing electrodes which the current  
was delivered via, and blue representing return  
electrodes. 
 

Stimulations were delivered in blocks of 9 minutes (2 -3 blocks, depending on the length of 

N2/3 sleep stages) either in the range of theta or beta frequency band. The theta frequency 

was adjusted for individually calculated theta. The method for calculating individual theta 

frequency (ITF) was determined based on recommendations by Wolfgang Klimesch (1999) of 

using individual alpha frequencies (IAF) as an anchor for ITF. We followed the method used  

in an experiment by Jausovec and collegues (2014) investigating theta-tACS on working 

memory. The ITF was computed as individually determined alpha peak minus 5 Hz. The 

individual alpha peak was calculated using a MATLAB- (version r2019a) based script by 

Corcoran, Alday, Schlesewsky, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky (2018), based on data from the 

EEG recording of the rest task collected in the beginning of the experiment. Stimulation in the 

range of beta frequency band was set to a fixed value of 23 Hz to avoid interference with the 

spindle frequency band 8-15 Hz, which might be a part of the memory consolidation process 

(Diekelmann & Born, 2010). Fade in/out times were set to 10 seconds in the theta condition 

(cycles varied depending on the calculated ITF), and 100 x 2𝜋 for the beta stimulation. 

Impedance was kept below 5 kΩ.  

 

2.4.3 Vocabulary learning task 

Before beginning the learning session, participants conducted a short training session to 

familiarize them with the procedure. Subjects were then presented acoustically with 140 

Dutch-German word-pairs in total. The 140 WPs were split into two lists such that each list 

consisted of 70 WPs (hereby referred to as list A and list B). Both lists were created equally in 
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terms of number of characters and Levenshtein distance. The two lists were then randomly 

allocated to either task block I or II such that the order of two lists were randomized over all 

participants.  

 Each task block consisted of three rounds; the encoding phase, recall+feedback, and 

immediate recall (see figure 12). In the encoding phase, participants were acoustically 

presented with a WP consisting of a Dutch cue and a German translation and were asked to 

try to memorize the WPs. In the recall+feedback, they were presented with the Dutch cue and 

were asked if they remembered the German translation or not. If they indicated that they 

remembered the translation, they were asked to give a response verbally. Afterwards, they 

were given the correct translation independently of their answer. In the immediate recall, 

participants were presented with the Dutch cue and asked to give a response, but no feedback 

was given. The delayed recall was conducted the next morning after nocturnal sleep and 

consisted only of the recall phase (similar to immediate recall), containing the Dutch cues 

from the encoding session as well as those Dutch cues only presented during the nocturnal 

reactivation (hereby referred to as list C and list D, respectively; see reactivation of 

vocabulary).  

 

 
Figure 12. Vocabulary learning task 
In the encoding phase, participants were first presented with a Dutch cue and then the correct German    
translation. In the second round they were again presented the Dutch cue, asked to recall the German translation 
and then given the correct answer. Finally, the participants were presented the Dutch cue and asked to recall the 
German translation with no feedback given. 
 

2.4.4 Reactivation of Vocabulary  

The total of 140 WPs was divided into two categories; “remembered” and “not remembered”, 

based on what participants stated they remembered in the recall test of each task-block. The 
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WPs within each category were randomized and equally distributed into three new lists; 

Theta, beta and uncued (“uncued” refers to items which were not used for nocturnal 

reactivation, but in the delayed recall session the next morning; see Figure 13. Notably, each 

participant had a unique and individual list of cues being reactivated. All lists contained an 

equal proportion of words that were coded as remembered and not remembered in the 

encoding phase, and additional new cues which were not part of the encoding session. The 

name of the list corresponds to the name of the condition, i.e. the theta list was reactivated in 

the theta stimulation condition and the uncued list were not cued/reactivated. During 

reactivation, Dutch cues were played via a loudspeaker at 50 Decibel. The cues were 

separated by 8 seconds, following findings of a previous study showing short delays between 

reactivations to have a blocking effect (Schreiner, Lehmann, et al., 2015). If participants 

indicated awakening during the reactivation, the reactivation was omitted and continued at a 

later point when the participant was in a NREM stage. 

 

 
Figure 13. Creation of reactivation lists 
Please notice that list A, B, C and D were premade and the same for all participants. From the total of 140 WPs 
learned in the encoding phase (70 from list A and 70 from list B), three new lists were created; theta, beta and 
uncued. All three lists contained a fixed amount cues from the WPs from list A and from list B. The cues were 
randomly allocated to one of the three lists, creating three individual lists for each participant. In the delayed 
recall, list C and D therefore contained an unknown proportion of WPs from the three lists. However,  
representing all 140 WPs learned in sum, in addition to new cues added in the reactivation phase.  
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2.4.5 Analyses of Sleep stages  

Sleep stages were first distinguished online by a researcher based on the patterns of 

oscillatory brain activity, muscle tone intensity, and eye movements during sleep following 

the AASM criteria for online scoring of NREM 1,2,3 and REM sleep (Iber et al., 2007). In 

offline scoring, EEG signal was filtered (low cut off: 0.032 Hz; high cut off: 35 Hz, notch 

filter), re-referenced to the averaged mastoids, and down sampled to 200 Hz using Brain 

Vision Analyzer version 2.1 (Brain Products GmbH). Offline sleep-stage scoring, and sleep 

stage analyses, were both scored based on 30s epochs through SchlafAus v1.5 (Steffen Gais, 

Lübeck; Germany). Sleep stages were determined by 3 independent raters according to the 

standard criteria for NREM 1,2,3 and REM sleep (Iber et al., 2007). Intervals during acute 

stimulation were not scored due to the excessive signal artifacts. See figure 14 for an example 

of a hypnogram. 

 

 
Figure 14.  Hypnogram 
The figure shows an example of a hypnogram from the second night, from one of the participants in the study. 
W: Wake; REM; S1:N1, S2; N2 S4 (not relevant); M: movement time, but reflects also stimulation cycles (see 
large black bars) small bars refer to movement arousal. 
 

2.4.6 Questionnaires  

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) scale was used to assess the tiredness of the participants. The 

questionnaire is scored from 1- 10 on a Levenes scale. 1 indicating “tired” increasing to 10 

indicating “wake” (Killgore, 1999). PSQI was included to assess the sleep quality of the 

participants (Buysse et al., 1989).  MDBF is referred to as MDSQ in English 

(Multidimensional Mood State Questionnaire) and was incorporated to assess the mood state 

of the participants. Specifically, the MDBF is divided in subparts GS (good,bad), RU (rest, 

unrest) and WM (awake, tired) (Steyer, Schwenkmezger, Notz and Eid, 1997). An after-
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stimulation questionnaire, developed by Universitätsmedizin Göttingen for participants to 

report possible feelings or sensations related to the stimulation, was used here as well (see 

appendix A).   

 

2.5 Data analysis 

All statistical analyses were conducted through R version 3.6.2 (R Core team, 2019). A two-

sided significance α-level was set to .05 in all analyses.  

 

2.5.1 Behavioral analyses  

The acoustically recorded answers from participants were coded by researchers who were 

German speakers. The experimenters coded the correctness of each answer accepting only 

answers that completely matched the learned translations. Due to a technical error with the 

MATLAB script assigning words to the different condition lists, some words were repeated in 

the beta and theta list. On average, 8 words were repeated for every participant. These words 

were excluded from the analysis. To solve the inconsistency in the amount of words between 

the beta/theta lists and the uncued list, the scores were calculated as the proportion of correct 

answers in each condition list. Since the follow-up test only contained half of the words 

learned (only from list A) and reactivated during the night, the correct answers were 

calculated as a proportion of possible correct answers for each condition in the follow-up list.  

 

2.5.1.1 General memory performance 

In the analysis of correct answers, I used the R-package lme4 (Bates, Maechler & Bolker, 

2012) to perform a linear mixed effects analysis. The linear mixed effects model was chosen 

due to its advantages and flexibility with regards to constructing a model with both fixed and 

random effects and handling of potential missing data (Cnaan et al., 1997). It has been 

recommended to “keep it maximal” with respect to the random effects structure, and to 

include those random effects which are supported by the experimental design 

(Barr,Levy,Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). Our random effects were specified a priori based on our 

hypothesis and theoretical assumptions, we expected individual differences between 

participants to explain variance, and it was seen as an advantage to be able to add this as a 

random structure in the model to account for this variance. With respect to the fixed effects, I 

attempted to add a bare minimum in order to not overfit the model (Babyak, 2004) and as I 

saw it unlikely the model would support a very complex structure with the current small 
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sample. The linear mixed effects analyzed the relationship between correctly remembered 

words and conditions across time, and were based on this model: 

𝛾!" =	𝐵#" + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛$!"# + 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸$$# + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸𝜒%!" + 𝜀!" 

𝐵#" =		 (𝐵# + 𝜇#") 

Where 𝛾!" 	is the memory score at timepoint i for subject j. 𝜒&!" is the conditions (beta, theta 

and uncued) at timepoint i for subject j. 𝜒'" is time (immediate/delayed) for subject j. 𝜒%!" is 

the value for the interaction for Condition and TIME for timepoint i and subject j. 𝐵#" is the 

random intercept for subject j, such that 𝐵# is the fixed intercept and 𝜇#" is the residual or 

random effect for the intercept for subject j. Visual inspection of residual plots (see appendix 

B) did not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality. 

 To assess how much variation was explained by the different stimulations (excluding 

the uncued condition), a random slope between the stimulation conditions was added to a 

similar model (model 2). With the aim of further explaining the amount of variance in the 

stimulation conditions, I included a random slope such that participants were not only allowed 

to have differing intercepts (Model 1), but where they are also allowed to have different 

slopes for the effect of stimulation: 

𝛾!" =	𝐵#" + 𝐵&"𝑆𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛$!"# + 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸$$# + 𝑆𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸𝜒%!" + 𝜀!" 

𝐵#" =		 (𝐵# + 𝜇#") 

𝐵&" =		 (𝐵& + 𝜇&") 

With the difference from the previous model is that “Condition” is replaced with 

“STIMCondition” (beta and theta). 𝐵&"  is the random slope for STIMCondition (beta and 

theta), this term estimates the slope of the overall model fitted to the data, 𝐵& , and the 

variability of slopes in different context around the overall model, 𝜇&". No extreme outliers 

were detected, and memory scores were normally distributed in each condition, as assessed by 

Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > .05). Visual inspection of residual plots (see appendix B) did not 

reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality. 

 The use of significance effects for the interpretation of results in linear mixed models 

are a topic of discussion (Luke, 2017). However, I chose to include p-values for all individual 

predictors for illustrative purposes collected through lmertest in R via Satterthwaite's degrees 

of freedom method (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Furthermore, p-values were obtained by 

likelihood ratio tests, as recommended by Zuur et al., (2009), of the full model with the 
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random effect in question against the model without the random effect in question (0 model). 

Mainly to assess the changes in the model fit (AIC and BIC as criteria for model selection) 

due to adding a random effect structure. 

 

2.5.1.2 Gains and Losses 

The words were also divided into groups of gains and losses. “Gains” refer to words which 

had not been remembered in the immediate recall but were successfully retrieved at delayed 

recall. In contrast, “Losses” were words which had been successfully retrieved at a immediate 

recall but were not remembered delayed recall. The participant could “gain” or “lose” 

retrieval of a word from the immediate to delayed recall. The gains and losses were calculated 

as a proportion of each condition list.  

In the gains data, two outliers were identified in two participants in the uncued 

condition. The outliers were considered extreme and a Shapiro test indicated the sample was 

not normally distributed in the uncued condition, p <.001. Therefore, it was determined to use 

a Friedman ANOVA test to compare the mean differences in proportion of gains (DV) within 

participants over the conditions (IV levels: theta, beta and uncued) to account for the violation 

of these assumptions (Field, 2013, p. 249-258).  

To analyze losses, a one-way repeated measures ANOVAs was used to compare the 

mean differences in proportion of losses (DV) within participants over the conditions (IV 

levels: theta, beta and uncued). Two datapoints were identified as outliers in the beta and 

uncued condition within one participant. The outliers were not considered extreme as the 

participant overall scored at a similar level in all three conditions. Hence it was determined to 

be a reflection of few participants and proceeding with the analysis would be proper. The 

losses score was normally distributed in each condition, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p 

> .05). 

 

2.5.1.3 Follow-up 

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the mean differences of proportion of correctly 

remembered words (DV) in the follow up measure over the three conditions (IV levels: theta, 

beta and uncued). One participant was excluded due to lacking data which led to a total N= 6. 

Two datapoints were identified as outliers in the beta and theta condition within one 

participant. The outliers were not considered extreme as the participant overall scored at a 

similar level in all three conditions. Hence it was determined to be a reflection of few 
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participants and proceeding with the analysis would be proper. The memory score was 

normally distributed in each condition, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > .05).  

 

2.5.2 Analyses of Sleep  

The percentage of time spent in sleep stages (Awake, N1, N2, N3, and REM) after each 

unique stimulation block, was collected with a R script (see appendix A) that reported the 

sleep stages in the ~9-min stimulation free intervals after each stimulation epoch. The 

percentage of time spent in sleep stages after stimulation was compared between the 

stimulation blocks (theta/beta). For the “awake” stage, the assumption of normality was 

violated (Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p = .039)), and due to this violation, it was chosen to conduct 

single tests for all sleep stages. For the wake condition, the means were compared with a 

Paired Samples Wilcoxon Test to account for the violation of normality. Sleep stages (N1, 

N2, N3, and REM) were analyzed with separate paired t- test to compare the mean differences 

between the stimulation conditions (beta and theta). Assumptions of normality were not 

violated, Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > .05) in either of these tests.  Furthermore, the percentage of 

time spent in sleep stages (N1, N2, N3, and REM) for the full night was correlated with the 

performance in the delayed recall with a Pearson correlation. Assumptions of normality and 

linearity related samples were visually inspected and determined not to be violated. 

As an additional exploratory interpretation of the data, I subtracted the scores in the 

delayed recall from the immediate recall to assess the change over time disregarding initial 

performance for each participant. Then I faceted this data into the order of stimulations, such 

that I could separate between the change in memory performance for participants who 

received theta in the first sleep cycle (N=3), and those who received theta in the second sleep 

cycle (N=4). Only the descriptive data will be presented, and no analyses were conducted due 

to the small sample sizes in each group.  

 

2.5.3 Analysis of questionnaires  

A Pearson correlation test was used to assess if there was a significant relationship between 

measures in the VAS, PSQI and MDBF scale and the performance in the immediate recall 

and delayed recall (only for VAS pre- delayed recall). Assumptions of normality, no extreme 

outliers and linearity were visually inspected and determined not to be violated. Furthermore, 

a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare means in the VAS scale (DV) at 

different timepoints (IV levels: Pre task block 1, Post task block 1, Post task block 2 and Pre 
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delayed recall) to investigate if there were any significant difference within participants in 

tiredness at the different timepoints. Assumption of no-extreme outliers was not violated, the 

VAS scores were normally distributed at each timepoint, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test 

(p > .05).  

3. Results 

3.1 Behavioral findings 

Behavioral findings for general memory performance, gains and losses, and follow-up will be 

provided in the subsequent order in this section. See table 1 for an overview of the descriptive 

data for memory performance in immediate and delayed recall, follow-up, and the gains and 

losses from immediate to delayed recall.  

 

Table 1 | Descriptive data of memory performance 

 Theta, mean (SD) Beta, mean (SD) Uncued, mean (SD) 

Immediate recall 33.77 (17.13) 29.4 (18.31) 31.18 (16.75) 

Delayed recall 32.11 (16.06) 31.80 (19.12) 27.89 (15.87) 

Follow-up 71.63 (22.67) 64.83 (11.34) 71.98 (18.89) 

Gains 6.80 (0.06) 5.51 (0.05) 3.13 (0.04) 

Losses 8.46 (0.04) 3.11 (0.04) 6.42 (0.05) 
Note: Numbers are reported as mean percentages with standard deviations (SD) for theta, beta and uncued 
condition. N = 7; Follow-up: N = 6. Gains and losses are calculated from the performance in the 
immediate to delayed recall within each participant.  

 

3.1.1 General memory performance 

Memory scores in percentage were retrieved from the immediate and delayed recall in the 

beta, theta and uncued condition, please see table 1 for descriptive data. In the theta condition, 

average memory performance was lower in the delayed recall (M=32.11, SD=16.06) 

compared to the immediate recall (M=33.77, SD = 17.13). In the uncued condition, 

performance was lower in the delayed recall (M=27.89, SD=15.87) compared to the 

immediate recall (M=31.18, SD=16.75). For the beta condition, average memory performance 

was higher in the delayed recall (M=31.80, SD= 19.12) compared to immediate recall 

(M=29.4, SD=18.31) based on descriptive data.  

Overall, the linear mixed model analysis of general memory performance revealed one 

significant effect for intercept (see model 1). Indicating the participants’ initial performance 

levels in the uncued condition differed from 0 (p <.01). No other significant effects (main 
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effect TIME and Condition, interaction effect Condition*TIME) were observed (p >.3). See 

model 1 for all coefficients. 

The slopes will be included as an additional source of information, although it should 

be noted the effects were found to be non-significant. Model 1 indicate that theta, as 

compared to uncued, had a 1.64% more mean increase in memory performance from 

immediate to delayed recall. Beta, as compared to uncued, had 5.69% higher change in 

memory performance from immediate to delayed recall. According to model 1, beta had the 

highest increase in memory performance from immediate to delayed recall, also compared to 

theta (4.06%) however with standard errors estimated to be 6.06%.  

With regard to the random effect, the likelihood ratio test (see appendix B) indicated 

that model 1 explained significantly more variance (AIC: 330.52, BIC: 344.43, x2 = 37.41, 

df= 1,  p<.001) as compared to a model without the random intercept (0 model, AIC: 365.93 

BIC: 378.10). Model 1 indicates the effects due to the random intercept of participants 

account for 190.9 out of a total variance of 255.06, hence, explain ~75% of the total variance 

in this model. In sum, model 1 show no significant effects in the main and interaction effects, 

from investigating the slopes beta had the greatest advantage (albeit with great standard error) 

and the random intercept explain considerable parts of variance in the random effect.  

 

Table 2 | model 1 (Intercept condition: uncued, intercept time: immediate) 

Fixed effects  Coef. (𝐵)  SE (𝐵) t-value p-value* 

Intercept  31.183 6.036 5.166 <.001* 

Condition (beta) -1.781 4.281 -0.416 .679 

Condition (theta) 2.587   4.281 0.604 .549 

Time (delayed) -3.295 4.281 -0.770 .447 

Condition(beta): Time(delayed) 5.696 6.055 0.941 .353 

Condition (theta): Time (delayed) 1.637 6.055 0.270 .788 

Random intercept Variance SD   

Participant   190.90    13.82   

Residuals 

Total variance 

  64.16 

255.06 

8.01  

   

AIC  

BIC 

  330.5 

344.4 

 

Note:* p-value indicating significance level <.05 𝐵 = regression coefficients; SE = standard error; AIC = 
Akaike information criterion; BIC =Bayesian Information Criterion. N= 7 
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The linear mixed model analysis of general memory performance in the stimulation 

conditions (theta and beta) are shown in table 3. Model 2 also show a significant effect of 

intercept (p= .002). Indicating the differences in participants’ initial performance in the beta 

condition are significantly different from 0. The same trends in the result for the main effects 

and the interaction effect applies in model 2 as in model 1, and show no significant effects. As 

for the random effects, the random intercept explains a variance of 278.26 (≈ 62% of total 

variance). The variation in slopes from the beta to theta condition accounts for 143.66 (≈ 32% 

of total variance). The likelihood ratio test compared Model 2 with a 0 model (containing 

only the random intercept), and found a significant better fit of the model when the random 

slope was included in model 2 (AIC: 222.49, BIC: 233.16, x2=9.86, df=2,  p >.01) compared 

to model 0 (AIC: 228.36, BIC: 236.35), see appendix B for table.  

 As a result, Model 2 found no significant effects in the main and interaction effects. 

However, it indicates that a large portion of variance is explained by the random intercept and 

a significantly better fit was shown when including a random slope with the effect of the 

beta/theta condition on each individual participant. Overall, please see figure 15 for a visual 

description of the findings in model 1 and 2. 

 

Table 3 | Model 2 (intercept condition: beta, intercept time: immediate) 

Fixed effects  Coef. (𝐵) SE (𝐵) t-value p-value* 

Intercept 29.401 6.564 4.479 .002* 

Condition(theta) 4.368 5.216 0.837 .423 

Time (delayed) 2.401 2.585 0.929 .369 

Condition(theta): 

Time(delayed) 

-4.059 3.655 -1.110 .286 

Random slope  Variance SD   

Participant 278.26  16.681   

Condition (theta) 143.66 11.986   

Residuals 

Total variance 

23.38 

445,3 

4.836 

 

  

AIC 

BIC 

222.5 

233.2 

   

Note:* p-value indicating significance level <.05.  𝐵 = regression coefficients; SE = standard error; AIC = 
Akaike information criterion; BIC =Bayesian Information Criterion. N= 7 
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Figure 15.  Plot of memory scores in time and conditions for all participants. 
The x- axis display the % correctly remember words ranging from 0 to 60%. The plot show participants and their 
individual slopes in scores from immediate to delayed recall in the uncued, beta and theta condition. Grey lines 
indicate average slopes. Individual lines, in same colors over conditions, represent scores within one participant.  
 

3.1.2 Gains and losses 

For gains, a Friedmans test was conducted to compare the mean gains in the beta, theta and 

uncued condition, please see table 1 and figure 16 for a presentation of the descriptive data. 

Gains scores were not statistically different between the conditions, X2(2) = 0.963, p= .618. 

Kendall’s W effect size indicated a small effect (W = 0.0688). For losses, a repeated measures 

one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the mean loss in the beta, theta and uncued 

condition, please see table 1 and figure 17 for a presentation of the descriptive data. 

Mauchly’s test indicated the assumption of sphericity was not violated, χ2 = .955, p = .892. A 

significant difference between groups were found F (2,12) = 5.093, p = .025, with a medium 

effect size (η2=.094).  Post-hoc tests conducted showed significant lower percentage of losses 

in the beta condition as compared to the theta condition (t = -2.54, p = .044) and uncued 

condition (t=-2.65, p =.038). However, after adjusting the p-values using the Bonferroni 

multiple testing correction method these effects diminished, with no- significant difference 

between the beta and theta condition (t= -2.54, p = .133) , and uncued condition (t=-2.65, p 

=.114), or between the theta and uncued condition (t= 1.27, p = .756).  
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Figure 16. boxplot of gains 
A boxplot of the mean % gains (y-axis) ranging from 0 to 20% in the theta, beta  
and uncued conditions. Whiskers represent minimum and maximum scores± 1.5* 
IQR (interquartile range); boxes are 1-3 (IQR); lines indicate the median of the 
sample; dots are individual scores (see McGill et al., (1978) for further  
interpretations of boxplots). 
 

 
Figure 17.  Boxplot of losses 
A boxplot of the mean % losses (y-axis) ranging from 0 to 20% in the theta, beta  
and uncued conditions. Whiskers represent minimum and maximum scores± 1.5* 
IQR; boxes are 1-3 (IQR); lines indicate the median of the 
sample; dots are individual scores. 
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3.1.3 Follow-up 

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine whether there was any 

difference in follow-up mean memory score in the three conditions (theta, beta and uncued). 

For descriptive data, please see table 1 and figure 18 for a visual description.  No difference 

between groups were found F (2,10) = 0.769, p = .489, with a small-medium effect size 

(η2=0.038). Mauchly’s test indicated the assumption of sphericity was not violated, χ2 = 

0.667, p = .458. Due to a non-significance in the omnibus test, no further analyses were 

conducted. 

 

 
Figure 18. Follow-up 
A boxplot of the mean % correct scores in the follow-up measure (y-axis) ranging from  
40 – 100% in the theta, beta and uncued condition. Whiskers represent minimum  
and maximum scores ± 1.5* IQR; boxes are 1-3 interquartile range; lines indicate the  
median of the sample; dots are individual scores.  
 

3.2 Sleep 

Analyses of sleep stages after theta/beta stimulations and for the full night along with plots 

presenting the data, will be provided in the current section. Followed by an outline of the 

change in memory scores faceted into the order of the stimulations. The order of stimulations, 

individual theta frequencies and other characteristics related to the sleep part of the 

experiment is presented in table 4.  
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Table 4 | Sleep characteristics Mean (SD) [range] 

Individual Theta Frequency 4.71(0.61) [4.38 6] 

Number of stimulation blocks Beta | Theta 

Number of reactivation-only blocks Beta | Theta 

2.71(0.49) [2 3] | 2.71 (0.49) [2 3]  

2.14(0.38) [2 3] | 2.29 (0.49) [2 3] 

Categorical                   Ratio 

Stimulation order sleep cycles (theta-beta/beta-theta) 

List order: list A first/list B first 

3/4 

3/4 

 

3.2.1 Analysis of sleep stages 

Paired t-tests and Wilcoxon signed rank test were used to compare the mean percentages of 

time spent in different sleep stages after beta or theta stimulation (see table 5 and figure 19 for 

descriptive data). For the “awake” stage, Wilcoxon signed rank test showed no difference in 

mean % awake after stimulation with beta and theta (V= 6, Z=-0.269, p= .7874, r=-.01). The 

effect size r, calculated as Z statistic divided by square root of the sample size (Z/√N), is 

considered small. Furthermore, there were no difference in mean % in sleep stages N1, N2, 

N3 and REM after stimulation with beta and theta, see table 5 for t-test parameters and p-

values. Pearson correlation tests were conducted to assess if there was a relationship between 

amount spent in sleep stages and the performance in the delayed recall. All these tests were 

non-significant, and no correlation was found between the variables (p >.1), see table 6 for 

statistical parameters and figure 20 for scatterplots.  
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Table 5 | Sleep stages during the whole night and after stimulations for all participants  

Sleep stage Full night  After beta  After theta Test 

statistic * 

P-

value 

Effect size 

% Wake 3.67 (3.39) 2.63 (3.85) 7.18 (14.11) V=6 .787 -.10 r 

% N1 5.78 (2.61) 4.06 (4.01) 5.00 (4.13) t=-0.39 .704 .15 d 

% N2 51.60 (5.99) 50.84 (30.29) 40.94 (16.07) t=0.69 .52 .26 d 

% N3 13.50 (6.19) 39.54 (32.28) 29.44 (30.33) t=0.60 .56 .23 d 

% REM 12.48 (7.83) 2.93 (3.85) 17.44 (19.14) t=-1.81 .12 .68 d 

Sleep latency 

SWS latency  

REM latency 

10.42 (8.03) 

31.25 (31.55) 

158.17 (100.3) 

     

Total min 364,79      

Sleep eff. 97.22      

Wake (min) 15.83 (14.93)      

N1 (min) 25.00 (10.98)      

N2 (min)  224.45 (16.44)      

N3 (min) 59.92 (29.55)      

REM (min) 55.42 (36.13)      
Note.: (N=7). Sleep stages in % and minutes with standard deviations (SD). Sleep efficiency was calculated as minutes 
in N1, N2, N3 and REM divided by the sum of total minutes asleep and sleep latency. Test statistic and p-values are 
from comparison of the difference sleep stages after beta and theta stimulation. *Test statistic were t-values for N1, N2, 
N3 and REM, and V (Wilcoxon test) for “awake”. Similarly, effect sizes, are reported and are Cohens d (Cohen, 1998). 
for all measures with exception of awake which were calculated as r. Please see subheading “1.2.1 Sleep stages” for 
explanation of abbreviations. 

 

Table 6 | Correlations between sleep stages and memory performance.     Pearson correlation 

 Mean (SD) [Range] R (R2) p 
 

Sleep stages: 

Wake 

N1 

N2 

N3 

REM 

 

3.67 (3.39) 

5.78(2.61) 

51.60(5.99) 

13.50(6.19) 

12.48(7.83) 

 

-.29(.08) 

-.15(.02) 

-.18(.03) 

.23(.05) 

.16(.03) 

 

.53 

.74 

.70 

.63 

.73 

Note: All the sleep stages were corelated with delayed recall performance. Sleep stages are reported in %. Please see 
subheading “1.2.1 Sleep stages” for explanation of abbreviations. N=7 
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Figure 19. sleep stages after stimulation 
The y axis displays the mean % of time spent in the sleep stage after beta (left) and theta (right) stimulation; colors 
represents one individual sleep stage. Whiskers represent minimum and maximum scores ± 1.5* IQR; boxes are 
1-3 interquartile range, the lines indicate the median of the sample; dots are individual scores identified as outliers 
(see McGill et al., (1978) for further interpretations of boxplots). See “1.2.1 Sleep stages” for explanations of 
abbreviations. N=7 
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Figure 20. Plot of correlations between sleep stages and memory performance  
The figure shows four plots of mean scores in sleep stages (N1, N2, N3 and REM) correlated with memory 
performance in delayed recall (N=7). The shaded light blue areas show the confidence intervals (95%). The line 
presenting the estimated slope of the all the data and individual dots is the individual data for participants. See 
“1.2.1 Sleep stages” for explanations of abbreviations.  
 

3.2.2 Differences in memory scores faceted over stimulation- order 

As an additional exploratory interpretation of the data, I subtracted the scores in the delayed 

recall from the immediate recall to assess the change over time disregarding initial 

performance for each participant. Higher scores indicate a more favorable development in 

memory performance over time. Table 7 show means with respect to changes within the 

participants over conditions and stimulation orders. No analyses were conducted due to small 

sample sizes (n=3 and n=4). See figure 21 for a plot of theta and beta conditions (A plot 

including the uncued condition can be found in appendix B).  
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Table 7 | Descriptive data of changes in memory performance over stimulation order 

 Theta, mean (SD) Beta, mean (SD) Uncued, mean (SD) 

Overall Change -1.66 (7.76) 2.40(6.99) -3.29 (1.89) 

Theta cycle 1 -4.24(4.75) 5.08(4.50) -4.52 (1.09) 

Beta cycle 1 0.28(9.68) 0.39(8.47) -2.38 (1.93) 
Note: Numbers are reported as mean percentages with standard deviations (SD) for theta, beta and uncued 
condition. N = 7 (N=3 in theta cycle 1); Change is calculated as delayed-immediate recall within each 
participant.  
 

Figure 21. Memory change over stimulation order 
Change over time (delayed score subtracted by score in immediate recall), in the theta and beta condition. Colors 
represent the stimulation order, such as red is for participants who received beta stimulation in the first sleep 
cycle (theta in the second), and blue is for participants who received theta stimulation the first sleep cycle (beta 
in the second). Total amount of participants was 7.  
 

3.3 Questionnaires  

In the after-stimulation questionnaire, 6 out of 7 subjects reported they could undergo 

stimulation again at a later timepoint. Overall, only light indications of sensations were 

reported, such as feeling warm (N=1) and cold (N=3) during the stimulation. Similarly, some 

participants reported mild headache (N=2) or mild itching/burning(N=2) at the electrode 
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positions after stimulation. We therefore consider the safety criteria to be fulfilled by all 

participants.  

 A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the differences between 

the mean of all the scores in the VAS scale (see table 8 and figure 22). No significant 

difference in tiredness at any timepoint was found, F (3,24) = 0.59, p = .62, with a medium 

effect size (η2= 0.07). Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of 

sphericity had not been violated, χ2 = 0.25, p = .266. Due to a non-significance in the 

omnibus test, no further analyses were conducted. Furthermore, four individual Pearson 

correlation tests were used to assess if there was a relationship between scores from the VAS 

scales (PreTask, PostTask1, PostTask2 and PreDelay) and memory performance, see table 8 

for statistic parameters and figure 23 for scatterplots. All VAS scores were compared with the 

performance in the immediate recall, with the exception of PreDelay which was associated 

with performance in the delayed recall. Overall, no correlation was found between the VAS 

scores and memory performance (p>.05). 

 

Table 8 | Correlations with memory performance                                Pearson correlation 

 Mean (SD)[Range] R (R2) p 

VAS: 

Pre task block 1 

Post task block 1 

Post task block 2 

Pre delayed recall 

 

4.86 (1.57) [0 8] 

4.14 (1.95) [0 8] 

3.71 (2.49) [0 8] 

5.00 (2.16) [0 8] 

 

-.48 (.23) 

 .29 (.08) 

 .66 (.44) 

-.75 (.56) 

 

.27 

.53 

.66 

.05 

MDBF: 

GS  

RU 

WM 

 

15.57 (2.30) [13 20] 

14.86 (2.19) [12 17] 

11.43 (2.30) [9 16] 

 

.19 (.04) 

-.08 (.01) 

.19 (.04) 

 

.69 

.87 

.68 

PSQI: 

Total 

 

3.86 (2.54) [1 8] 

 

.14 (.02) 

 

.76 

    
Note: All measurements are of the same sample (N=7), however, memory performance refers to performance in 
either the immediate recall or delayed recall. The VAS pre delayed recall and PSQI were corelated with delayed 
recall performance. All the other measures were correlated with immediate recall performance. Please see 
subheading “2.4.6 Questionnaires” for explanation of abbreviations.  
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Figure 22. Means of VAS scores at different timepoints.  
The y axis represents the mean VAS score for all participants (N=7), while the x axis shows the  
timepoints when the VAS was measured. Points represent the mean for all participants, whiskers  
represent the estimated error around the mean. 
 

Figure 23. scatterplots of VAS correlations with memory performance 
The figure shows four plots of VAS scores correlated with memory performance in immediate recall and  
delayed recall (only for “Pre delayed”). The shaded light blue areas show the confidence intervals. On the x 
axis is the VAS score, ranging from 1- 10 and y axis is memory performance in % of correct answers. N=7 
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For the MDBF scores, three individual Pearson correlation tests were used to assess if there 

was a relationship between measures in the MDBF (GS, RU and WM) and the performance in 

the immediate recall. All these tests were non-significant, and no correlation was found 

between the variables (p >.6), see table 8 for statistical parameters and figure 24 for 

scatterplots. Similarly, a Pearson correlation test was used to assess whether there was a 

relationship between the PSQI score and memory performance in the delayed recall. No 

significant correlation was found (p = .76), see table 8 for statistical parameters and figure 24 

for a scatterplot of the relationship.  

 

 
Figure 24. scatterplots of MDBF and PSQI correlations with memory performance 
The figure shows four plots in total.  Three (left side and upper right) plots are MDBF scores (GS, RU, WM) 
correlated with memory performance in immediate recall. The fourth plot (right bottom) is of the PSQI score 
correlated with memory performance in the delayed recall. On the x axis is the score for the questionnaire, and 
memory performance in % of correct answers on the y axis. The shaded blue areas indicate the confidence 
intervals.  
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4. Discussion 

The current study aimed to investigate the potential functional relevance of theta activity in 

memory consolidation with the use of tACS and TMR methods. Stimulation in the beta 

frequency band was conducted as a control stimulation, in addition to a condition which 

received neither stimulation nor TMR (uncued), with the intention to isolate the effect of 

theta. We hypothesized there would be an improvement in memory performance for those 

items that received theta-tACS during reactivation, compared to those items that received 

control beta stimulation and items that were never reactivated (uncued). Contrary to our 

hypothesis, the current results presented in the thesis did not find a functional role for theta in 

memory consolidation.  

I conducted explorative analyses with the attempt to investigate the effects underlying 

the behavioral outcomes. Gains and losses over-night were investigated, and memory 

performance at one-week follow up, however no significant effects were found. Sleep 

architecture was examined, both after stimulation and for the full night, and no significant 

differences between the conditions was detected. Questionnaires assessing traits and states did 

not reveal any significant effects on performance on the memory tasks. Despite these non-

significant results, I did identify some trends in the data which could be valuable for future 

experiments on memory consolidations and the functions related to oscillatory activities. It 

should be noted that all inferences are based on data from a small sample and should be 

considered tentative.  

 

4.1 Behavioral findings 

For the behavioral data, no significant difference in memory performance was found for those 

items that received theta-tACS during reactivation, compared to those items that received 

control beta stimulation and items that were never reactivated (uncued). Surprisingly, if one 

discards the non-significant-effects and interpret the mere trend in the data, beta was the 

condition which displayed the most increase in memory performance overnight. The uncued 

condition had the largest decrease in memory performance, placing theta in the middle of the 

two. The considerable large standard errors render further interpretations of this data 

explorative, therefore additional analyses were conducted with an attempt to understand and 

supplement these outcomes.  

Visual inspection of the data (figure 15) shows there are random patterns lacking a 

clear directional trend between participants in both the theta and beta condition. Relatively, 

the uncued condition appear to have a consistent decreasing tendency in memory performance 
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for all participants over time. Hence, model 2 was added with the aim of isolating the 

stimulation conditions and a random slope was included such that participants were not only 

allowed to have differing intercepts (model 1), but where they are also allowed to have 

different slopes for the effect of stimulation. The random slope indicated that the theta/beta 

conditions’ effect on each individual participant accounted for ~30 % of the variance. 

However, there was no consistency in the direction of the trend in either condition between 

participants (see Appendix B for all coefficients). Overall, model 2 confirmed findings in 

model 1, and indicated that individual differences seem to account for much variance in the 

model and that there is a lacking consistent trend for the data in the stimulation conditions. 

One can speculate whether there were factors in the experimental design which caused this 

inconsistency in the stimulation conditions, such as disturbances during sleep due to TMR.  

 One can discuss whether there was a general disturbance due to the TMR as it was 

always taking place in the theta/beta condition, compared to the uncued condition. Previous 

studies with TMR have not reported significant disturbances such as awakenings as an issue 

when cues were presented below 50 Decibel (Cordi et al., 2018; Oudiette & Paller, 2013; 

Schreiner & Rasch, 2015). Hence, it does not seem to be a noteworthy disturbing effect due to 

just TMR.  

On the other hand, the effect of TMR might be reflected in the trend of our results 

through more stable immediate – delayed performance in the theta and beta condition as 

compared to uncued. Therefore, I conducted a brief comparison with other studies containing 

only TMR and also investigating Dutch-German word-pairs (Schreiner, Lehmann, et al., 

2015; Schreiner & Rasch, 2015), see appendix B for raw numbers and calculations. These 

studies have set the immediate recall to 100 % and then report the percentage change in the 

delayed recall. The mean of these findings was a percentage change of 100.33 for cued words 

and 91.33 for uncued in the delayed recall. Our results showed a mean percentage change of 

110 for the beta condition, 97 for theta condition and for 89 for uncued (see Appendix B for 

raw numbers and standard deviations). Thus, results from the current study could be related to 

previous findings for the uncued condition (no effect of TMR) and theta/beta (effect of TMR). 

For the beta condition, the mean change in percentage of correct recalled words are above the 

average change in percentage expected due to just TMR (according to previous studies). I am 

not sure if this is a reflection of random noise in our data, as it has considerable large standard 

errors, or if there could be a trend above the effect of TMR for the beta condition. It should be 

noted that these results are solely based on descriptive data and have not been tested for 
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significance levels, and there are differences in the experiment designs in the studies of 

comparison to be considered when associating the data.  

Gains and losses from immediate to delayed recall were investigated with the intention 

of unravelling the overall memory performance. The results showed no significant difference 

in gains and losses between the conditions. When considering the descriptive data, theta had 

higher mean of gains as compared to the beta and uncued condition. Puzzlingly, theta also had 

a higher mean of losses as compared to the other conditions. The greater amount of losses 

could account for a detrimental effect on overall memory performance in the theta condition. 

As of now, I remain hesitant as to how to explain the trends for losses and gains, in particular 

why the beta condition displayed fewer losses than the theta condition. As previous studies 

have found induced theta power for the difference between gains and losses (Schreiner & 

Rasch, 2015), further investigations could follow this approach and isolate the words which 

were lost/gained with the attempt to find commonalities (i.e. the power differences of theta 

when these words were encoded/reactivated/retrieved). This could provide valuable insight 

with regard to the underlying reason of why these items were gained/lost overnight. 

For the follow up condition, no significant differences were found between the theta, 

beta and uncued conditions. Our results are consistent with the latter finding in the previous 

study on long term effects on TMR, which found a difference in emotional valence after one 

week but not any differences for cued vs. uncued stimuli (Groch et al., 2017). Although the 

performance in all three conditions was higher in the follow up (>64% correct) as compared 

to delayed (>27% correct), this could be explained by the change of format in the follow-up 

test as compared to immediate/delayed recall. For example, the follow up measure included a 

recognition instead of a cued recall task. Previous studies have shown higher performance on 

recognition vs recall tests at one week follow up (Postman et al., 2007). Overall, neither of the 

conditions showed an effect on memory performance after one week. These findings warrant 

future investigations with longer delays in performance tests to get a clearer impression of 

how long-lasting the effects of TMR and potentially other experimental factors on memory is. 

As of now, the main conclusion from the behavioral results is that we have not 

provided evidence for the functional role of theta and its underlying processes in memory 

consolidation. The behavioral data presented contain substantial limitations (see “4.4 

limitations and directions”), which render attempts to explain the trends in the data 

problematic. Sleep data was investigated to get a further idea of the process behind the 

memory consolidation and if there were any factors in the experiment that influenced the 

results.  
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4.2 Findings in the sleep data and explorative analyses 

For a closer look on the immediate effects of stimulation, I collected the sleep stages 

between stimulation blocks, and 9 minutes after the final stimulation block. Then I compared 

the amount of time spent in each sleep stage (awake, N1, N2, N3 and REM) after stimulation 

with either theta or beta. The results showed no significant difference between sleep stages 

after stimulation with beta and theta. Due to the increased variance in the stimulation 

conditions, as discussed above, I will interpret the findings with regards to trends in the 

descriptive sleep data in a liberal manner. After theta stimulation, participants showed on 

average more awakenings (~5% more), and REM (~14% more), and decreased N2 (~10% 

less) and SWS (N3 =~10 % less), as compared to after beta stimulation. Despite the 

considerable large standard deviations in the data, the mean differences are somewhat 

consistent with findings from a previous study stimulating theta frequencies during sleep with 

otDCS (Marshall et al., 2011). Marshall and colleagues (2011) found that in the 1-minute 

period between theta stimulation blocks, the mean time spent in N3 was strongly reduced and 

an increase in N2 sleep and overall latency of SWS. The behavioral outcome indicated 

impaired consolidation of declarative word-pairs in the theta condition compared to sham. 

There could be hints of a similar trend in our data, with respect to reduced N3. Nonetheless, 

this study used a different stimulation technique which renders direct comparisons 

challenging and our trends indicate a decrease in N2 and increase in REM after theta 

stimulation.  

 We are curious to see the trends of a potential increase in REM sleep after theta 

stimulation. As discussed previously, theta is promiment in REM sleep and the function of 

theta and the underlying processes is unclear in studies on humans (Diekelmann & Born, 

2010; Rasch & Born, 2013). However, as the data has considerable large standard errors and a 

small sample size, we cannot exclude the possibility of this being a reflection of noise in the 

data or other factors which might have impacted these trends. For example, as theta 

stimulation was conducted more times in the second sleep cycle (N=4) than in the first sleep 

cycle (N=3), the increase in REM sleep after theta stimulation might be because REM sleep is 

more prevalent in late sleep (Rasch & Born, 2013), and was therefore detected more often in 

the second sleep cycle. Overall, no significant differences were found in our comparisons of 

sleep stages after theta and beta stimulation.  

 The sleep architecture for the full night (table 5), did not reveal any obvious deviations 

from what was anticipated with regard to the amount time spent in sleep stages. Participants 
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were on average awake for 15 minutes, light sleep stages (N1) for 5%, 18% SWS (N3) and 

12% REM (see table 5), which can be considered within the norm of what we expected under 

the circumstances of the experiment as compared to studies with similar experimental designs 

(Cordi et al., 2018; Cousins et al., 2014) and average sleep architecture data (Redline et al., 

2004). It should also be noted that I am solely discussing trends in the sleep architecture in the 

experimental night. To get an even clearer impression of the potential change in sleep 

architecture due to the experiment, further investigations could compare the sleep data with 

the participants’ normal sleep, or for example compare the sleep architectures in the 

adaptation and experimental night.  

 As indicated in the sleep architecture for the full night, the latency for REM was on 

average longer (158 min) than what was predicted (80-100 min, see “1.2.1 Sleep stages”). I 

inspected the raw data and found that four of the participants had a REM latency between 73 

– 90 minutes, and three participants had between 159 – 314 minutes (see appendix B for all 

data). One explanation of this could be inability to detect the first REM episode in the sleep 

scoring. As we were not able to score sleep stages under stimulation, due to artifacts in the 

EEG signal, this might have led us to fail to discover the first REM episode when it occurred. 

It was attempted to avoid this matter by restricting the stimulation and TMR-only blocks to a 

maximum of 6 (≈60 minutes) with the objective to complete the stimulation and TMR before 

likely the participants would enter a REM stage. However, some suggest that REM episodes 

occur already 70 minutes after sleep onset (McCarley, 2007). Hence, there is a possibility that 

participants entered REM stages prior to our completion of stimulation and TMR, and this 

might be a source of influence in the data. To ensure detection of the first REM stage, one 

could for example shorten the blocks of TMR and stimulation or complete e.g. a maximum of 

four blocks.   

No significant relationship was found between time spent in sleep stages (awake, N1, 

N2, N3 and REM) and performance in the delayed recall. Previous studies have showed 

associations between memory performance and duration in sleep stages (Rasch & Born, 

2013). Based on the observed correlation coefficient, our results indicated a negative trend of 

correlations between time spent awake, in N1 and N2 sleep and memory performance. As for 

N3 and REM, positive correlations with memory performance was indicated. This trend could 

be consistent with previous literature showing elevated SWS to facilitate declarative memory, 

and REM sleep which have been suggested to play a role in memory processing (Diekelmann 

& Born, 2010; Rasch & Born, 2013). On the other hand, all effect sizes were deemed small 
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(Cohen, 1998) and the non-significant effect imply there was little shown relationship 

between sleep stages and memory performance the morning after sleep.  

There could be a general disturbance in sleep due to the stimulations which prevented 

or even reversed immediate beneficial effects of stimulation on sleep facilitating memory 

consolidation. Although with different stimulation techniques and experiment designs, 

previous studies have found stimulation to decrease SWS for the entire night (Marshall et al., 

2006; Paßmann et al., 2016), reduced power of slow oscillations (Ketz et al., 2018; Marshall 

et al., 2006) and coupling with spindles (Ketz et al., 2018). On the other hand,  a feedback 

controlled tACS (12 Hz) study enhanced specific bursts of activity (sleep spindles) without 

affecting the overall sleep architecture (Lustenberger et al., 2016). As some of these findings 

suggest, stimulations may have caused effects on features in sleep seen relevant for memory 

consolidation processes, such as sleep spindles and slow waves (Rasch & Born, 2013). Future 

investigations could therefore be conducted to assess the change in these specific features in 

sleep related to memory consolidation.  

 

4.2.1 Differences within participants over stimulation- order  

To explore the variance within the stimulation conditions one step further, I calculated the 

changes in memory performance from the immediate to delayed recall and faceted the 

changes over time into stimulation orders, (see figure 21). It should be noted that no analysis 

was conducted, and the inferences are based solely on a visual inspection of the data and 

descriptive means from considerable small samples (N= 3 and N= 4).  

 Although highly speculative, we are deliberating whether there could be indications of 

an interaction between order of the stimulations and memory performance. From investigating 

the slopes, there seem to be more decrease in memory performance in theta when beta is in 

the second cycle as compared to first cycle. Correspondingly, data in the beta condition 

appears to follow an opposite trend. If this was the case, it is possible there are long-lasting 

effects from the tACS stimulation as some previous literature has suggested (Herrmann et al., 

2013; Kasten et al., 2016). Hence, the separation between sleep cycle 1 and 2 might be too 

small, which have caused overlapping effects between the conditions. One could also discuss 

this with respect to the REM latencies discussed above, all three participants with longer 

REM latencies than we expected (159 – 314) were stimulated with the same order (theta first, 

then beta), see appendix B for raw data. However, at this point it is not possible to discuss if 

the stimulation order did indeed have an effect on REM latencies, or if this is a random trend 
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in a small sample. Again, it should be noted that these interpretations are at this point 

hypothetical. 

 

4.3 Questionnaires 

As presented in the results from the questionnaires assessing general sleep quality (PSQI), 

tiredness (VAS) and mood states (MDBF), neither seemed related to the behavioral outcome. 

Furthermore, no significant difference between the VAS scores assessed at different 

timepoints was found. This indicates that the participants were not significantly more tired at 

any specific point in time during the experiment. Considering the study’s low power, some 

trends in the data warrant highlighting. First, it should be noted that the participants reported 

more tiredness in post task block II (M =3.7) than at the other timepoints. Moreover, the 

performance in the immediate recall was on average lower (~30%), as compared to a similar 

study which have had an average of ~50% in the immediate recall (Schreiner & Rasch, 2015).  

One can therefore speculate whether tiredness affected initial performance in the immediate 

recall, although not to a degree from which is showed in significant tests and it should be 

clarified that the discussion is of trends and not statistical effects. Indicated by the R values in 

table 6, there was indeed a slight positive direction of the correlation between wakefulness 

and memory performance after task block I and II, with medium-large effect sizes. One 

suggestion could be to discuss beginning the experiment at an earlier timepoint, to avoid 

potential effects due to tiredness. Despite these small trends in the data, mood, tiredness and 

sleep quality did not statistically play any impact in our behavioral results overall.  

 

4.4 Limitations and directions  

A major limitation of the study is low sample size. Although the within study design lowered 

the number of groups being compared in the main analysis, the power is considerably low. To 

illustrate, the study initially intended to include 26 participants to achieve a power of 80% 

with a medium effect size with a rmANOVA (the power analysis tool does not provide 

calculations for LMM) (Faul et al., 2007). Post hoc power analysis determined the power with 

the current sample to be 30%. In practical terms this means we had a 30% chance to detect a 

significant effect in the analysis if there truly was an effect. Although, post-hoc power should 

be interpreted with caution (see Gelman, 2019 for a discussion), and the number calculated by 

g*power is subject of variation with different types of analyses, it was mentioned for 

illustrative causes. 
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The small sample also led to violation of assumptions such as normality and extreme 

outliers which sometimes strained me to use alternative analyses. There are large errors and 

variance in the data, and I believe these outcomes would diminish with more participants as 

individual differences seem to explain much of the variance. Furthermore, adding more 

participants would also facilitate the exploration of the data, in terms of being able to add 

more effects to the models and dividing the sample with regards to between subjects’ factors, 

such as stimulation order. As of now, there is a considerable lack of power in the analyses, 

which have caused limitations in the analyses and overall an increase of type II error rate. 

The study used the IAF from the parietal areas in rest EEG data and subtracted 5 to 

calculate the ITF, and consequently made assumptions about Individual theta frequencies 

which can be examined further. The first assumption is that IAF (and ITF) is not state 

dependent with regard to resting and sleep. Hence, IAF from resting EEG data are assumed 

not to be considerable different from IAF during sleep. As studies have found alpha peak 

frequencies to differ according to the state of the individual (Mierau et al., 2017), one can 

therefore question whether the theta frequencies measured during rest EEG is representative 

of theta frequencies during sleep or memory consolidation. Another assumption is the notion 

there is a linear relationship between IAF and ITF. According to Klimesch (1999) there have 

been found large differences when it comes to individual alpha frequencies, and it has been 

suggested to use theta frequencies with individual alpha frequency as anchor point. Another 

study found that peaks in the theta range occurred on average near half of the alpha peak 

frequency in rest EEG data (van Albada & Robinson, 2013). Hence, future studies could 

consider if there are other ways to calculate ITF which could improve the effects of tACS 

stimulation.  

 Theta is prominent in the PFC (Mitchell et al., 2008), but IAF was measured in 

parietal cortices in this study. This could be problematic in the sense that frontal theta and 

parietal alpha might not be directly correlated, leading to the question of whether we might 

have stimulated using the wrong frequency. Therefore, it would be interesting to compare ITF 

calculated in resting EEG state with ITF under TMR, to investigate if these assumptions are 

met or not. If a difference is found, future studies could explore other methods for calculating 

ITF, such as using data from the adaptation night, and potentially retrieve information from 

frontal areas instead of parietal. 

Future studies can consider how the amount of TMR and stimulation blocks affects the 

results, and whether it is possible to restrict the total amount of blocks to a maximum of four 

to ensure detection of the first REM episode. The researcher in this study was instructed to 
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reactivate a minimum of four and maximum six blocks, and for the second cycle not to 

exceed the amount of reactivation blocks in the first cycle. Our findings do not show an 

indication of a difference between how many stimulations participants received due to type of 

stimulation (2.71 stimulation blocks in both conditions), however a slight increase in TMR-

only blocks for theta (2.29) as compared to beta (2.14), see table 4. We do not view this as a 

substantial difference in the current data set, but future studies could consider the possibility 

and investigate whether the number of stimulation and TMR blocks plays a role in the overall 

performance.  

Our choice of study design with regard to the conditions could be changed to improve 

interpretations of the outcomes. Our retention measure does not allow us to directly 

differentiate between a natural decay of the memory and gain in memory after TMR and an 

additional gain after stimulation. Furthermore, the choice of the uncued condition can be 

discussed as it includes two, instead of one, factors which differentiates from the other 

conditions; the uncued condition had no stimulation and it also had no TMR. As mentioned 

above, there are other comparable studies which have conducted TMR only, which gave us an 

idea of how much the effect from stimulation should be above the TMR-only effect. Either 

way, if future studies incorporated a TMR-only condition, this could isolate the effect due to 

the stimulation further.  One practical suggestion is for future studies to consider including 

more nights in the experiment, with theta in one night and beta in the other to ensure there are 

no overlapping effects of the stimulation conditions. For instance, one night with theta and a 

TMR-only condition, and one night with beta and TMR-only condition. Altogether, there are 

changes to the experimental design that could be made, which in turn, could advance the 

interpretation of the findings.  

Further investigations of the sleep data could provide valuable information about the 

specific processes underlying the behavioral outcomes. As discussed with respect to gains and 

losses, investigations could attempt to isolate each word and compare them over these 

categories to see if there were any common underlying activities (such as induced theta 

power) during sleep, which might elaborate on why they were gained or lost over night. As 

discussed, the stimulation might have affected other features of sleep, for example sleep 

spindles. Further investigations could examine some of these features and their potential 

impacts.  
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5. Conclusions 

The thesis presents an experiment investigating the functional relevance of theta activity on 

memory consolidation with tACS stimulation. We discovered potential influences in the 

experimental design, such as overlapping effects of stimulations, and made suggestions on 

how to advance the study design. For instance, future studies could consider including two 

experimental nights to isolate the stimulation conditions. Some trends in the data could be 

investigated further. For example, one could isolate the single items in gains and losses and 

conduct analyses of power differences in the theta range. We investigated sleep architecture 

after stimulation, and proposed to prolong this investigation to include other features in sleep 

relevant for memory consolidation, such as sleep spindles. As the study is presented today, a 

prominent restraint is a low sample size. Upon opening of the laboratories, the data collection 

will proceed, and a larger sample size could provide more confidence in whether to keep or 

reject the hypothesis, and to make suggestions for future studies from there on. As of now, the 

current results can neither confirm nor disconfirm theta’s functional relevance in memory 

consolidation. However, the limitations in the experiment and the potential improvements 

identified may pave the way for future experiments on the topic. 
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Appendix A 

After-stimulation questionnaire: 
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Central parts of MATLAB script assigning words from list A and B into three new lists: 

Theta, beta and uncued:  
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Parts of the R script for extracting sleep episodes between and after stimulation:  
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Appendix B 
 

Distribution of hits (correctly remembered words in proportion):  

 
 

 

 

Residual plots for model 1:  
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Faceted by condition:  
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Coefficients for all participants (VP) from model 1 (all conditions, random intercept) : 

 

 

 
 

Residual plots for model 2:  
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Coefficients for all participants from model 2 (Just theta /beta(reference) conditions, random 

slope) : 
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Model 1 and 0 model and its comparison in the likelihood ratio test. Hits = number of 

correctly remembered words.   

 

 

 
 

Likelihood test for model 2:  

 

 
Plot of memory change with the uncued condition:  
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TMR only studies, calculations for comparison in the discussion: 

 
 

Our results calculated with 100 % performance in immediate recall: 
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REM latencies for all participants: 

 
 

Plots of conditions separated by stimorder (right y axis).  
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